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ABSTRA_C'T

The ability Of 5 and 8 Yearolds-to explain actions in terms

of intentions was investigated, using a Questions task and a

Sentence Completion task. When thechildren were given

information about an action and a result, they were able to

infer that the reaspn for ehe action wat the agent's

intention to achieve the result. They were also able-to

maintain a distinction between reasons and result., and to

mark this distinction lingastically. The implications of

the findings are discussed both in relation to ehildren's

cognitive abilities (e.g.,their understanding of causality)

froi -ind in relation to .thlaIr linguistic abilities, especially, 1

aliZ
their understanding oflpecause and so..!
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SUMMARY'
. .
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INTRODUCTION

The experiment reported in this pap r investigates children's ability

to produce explanations of actions in-termi of the,agent's aim or,intention.

Such explanations (e.g., John wound 1.1 the toy car because he wanted it to

go.) will be referred to as explanations in the intentional mode, And will

be distinguished from explanations in the empirical mode which explain

events or states in terms. of tempoially prior grents.or states (e.g., The

window broke because a ball hit it.). Most previous studies of children's

understanding of the causal conne tives, because and so have been based on

the empirical mode. The present, study seeks tip extend our picture'of

children's knowledge of the connectives' meaning, id of children's ab ility
. ,

to explain by considering the intentional mode.

The task of dealing with intentioyal explanations imposes a number of

4

demands on the chtild. First, it is ccfgnitively demanding in that a distinc

tion has to be maintained between the reasonactioA'relation "(e.g., John

wants the car to go 4John winds, up the car) and the actionresult relation
o

(e.g., John winds-up the car -->The car goes), and yet these two relations

are interdependent since the reason for the action corresponds to the agent's

desire to achieve the result of the action.
1

Second, the task.of dealing witt(intentional explanations islinguisti

cally demanding in-that the child has to show that he has-maintained the

distinction between the reason action relation and the actionresult relation,.
. 1

by using a linguistic construction which is approftiate to the intentional

mode, such as:
I.
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John wound up the toycar to make it go.

John wound up the toy par 'because he wanted it to go.

John wound up the toy car so'Uhat) it would go.

All of these sentences express a reason-action relation and the verb which

. r
4 is.used to refer to the resu ?t of the action (go) occurs in its non-finite

'form. This contrasts with sentences in the empirical mode which express ad

action-result relation and in which a finite verb form (went) is used to
4",

refer to the result of the action:

f

The toy car went because John. wound it up.
..

.

John wound up,the toy car so it went. . j---\

t

If the child fails to observe this distinction betweeh the empirical and

intentional modes, then he will tend to produce ca .e- effect inversions,

such_as:

*John wound up the toy car because it went.
A

.

A further linguistic demand is that the child has to distinguish .

. .

between.becauseand so constructions within the intentionl.thode. In a

because'sentence, the reason is expressed by us4 a phrase which refers

to the agent's desire,or'aim (Wanted to), whereas in a so sentence the

reason is expressed by using a modal construct.ion'(would) which refeis to

the predicted result of the action.' Again, tAlure to observe this distinc-
,

tion will result, in cause - effect inversions:

.

*John wound Up the toy car so he wanted lt.to go.

*John wound up the toy car because,.it would go.

This Study aims o assess 5 and 8-year olds' ability to cape with

these cognitive and linguistic dedandg.
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METHOD

The subjects were 24 5-year-olds (meaft=5;10),and24 8-year-olds (mean=

There was also an.pdult control group of 40 Psychology undergraduates.

In the first Lsession, the subjects received a Questions task, and in

the second session they received a Sentence Completioh task. The tasks were

administered orally. For each item in both tasks, the child waspresented
1

with two picturesand was told a story. The top picture'depicted an action

(e.g., John winding up the toy car), and the lower picture depicted a result

of the action.(e.g., The car going). The agent's intention was not explicitly

mentioned in the story. In the Question; task, the subject was required to

answer a Why? question about the action (Why did John wind up the c.r ?). In

the Sentence Completion task, the subject was asked to complete a.sentence.

fragment whiO described the action and which ended in because or so (John

wound, up the car because ..../John, wound up the tar so ...).

Half of the adults received A written version of the Questions, task

and half received a Oritten version of the Sentence Completion task.

RESULTS

The children showed a strong tendency to produce wb11-formed causal

4
sentenCes in the intentional mode. In the Questions task, 81% of the

5- year - olds'' responses, 82% of the28-year-olds' responses, and'97% of the

adults' responses were well-formed intentional explariations. The correS-
..-

ponding percentages in the Sentence Completift task were 65%, 83% and 95%.

The results of the Questions task indicated that all three age - groups had

Ja strong preference for expressing intentional explanations by means of

the infinitive construction (e.g., John wound tip the ,toy car to make it go).

r t
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Nevertheless, even the 5- year -olds demonstrated an ability to use the

because and so constructions appropriately. Ted 1 shows, the children

produced more well-formed.because and so sentences in the intentional mode

than they produced inversions. Although the inversion rate is low for both

.

, ake groups, it is significantly*lower for the 8-year-olds than for the

5-year-olds (p <0.05 for the Questions task and p < 0.02 for the Sentence'

Completion 'task).

r
DISCUSSION

,

0
In their explanations of actions in terms \f intentions, the subjects

in this experiment demonstratedconsiderable lingu.istic and cognitive

abilities. Both the 5-year-olds and the 82year-olds were able to infer,

the agens intention on the'besis of knowledge about the action and the

result. This finding iscongruent* with.Stein and Trabasso's finding (1982)

that children of these ages make inferences about motives on the basis

of various typeilof,information contained in stories. 1
. ,

.

.,

,

l The children in the present study also showed an ability to distin-.

a
,,$,'

guish between the reason for an action and the result of an 'action, despite

the fact that they had to infer the reason on the basis of their knowledge

of the result. This is strong evidence that the children are capable of a

considerable degree of cognitive flexibility and that their understanding
\

of psychological causality has a systematic basis.° Contrary to Piaget's
Y

claims (1929,-1930), the children are not confused about what is a reason

and what iS a result

The children werealso able, to mark the distinction between a reason
.

and a result linguistically:. They used linguistic constructions which are

appropriate to thp,intentional mbde,.and they observed the distinction
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which holds between because and so within the intentional mode! These

results contribute to ehegrowing body of evidence (Hood, '1977; l'rabasso,

Stein and Johnson, 1981'; Dorlpson1, 1483) which suggests that by the age

of five years (if not before) children have a good understanding of the

causal conrctives: meaning., Further, lkir presentstddi indicates that

tis understanding is not restricted to the empirical mode but extends to
4

., the intentional, mode.

4.-
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TABLE 1. Comparison between mean'number of inversions and mean number-

of well-formed intentional responses using "because" or "so".
(Maximum possible

QUESTIONS'

per cell 12.)

INVERSIONS

t

INTENTIONAL ("fiECAUSE/"SO")

5 years 0.75 k3.42
8, years Q.21 4.79

SENTENCE COMPLETION

5 years 1.40 6.80
8 years 0.65 8.10
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